Dear Members and Friends,

The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSHD) will resume their in-person conferences on November 4-7 in St. Louis, Missouri. As always, this is a “family reunion” where we can explore how our life experiences as survivors / descendants have made us unique. This conference should be exceptional as, among the plenary speakers will be representatives from both the US Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) and the USC Shoah Foundation Institute (Shoah Foundation) will be on hand to help instruct us on how to access their institution’s information and resources for researching our family histories. This should help us fill in some of our missing history and also provide us with information for family memoirs or public presentations in schools, etc. Most of the guidance will be provided in a group setting but personal appointments may be available during, and can be scheduled for the weeks after, the conference. Please see the conference listing below for more details and registration information.

COVID is still raging and much of the northern hemisphere is dealing with extreme heat. We hope this edition of the newsletter finds you well and comfortable. Please stay safe.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

UNESCO and United Nations published the first report on the distortion and denial of the Holocaust on social media platforms: History under attack: Holocaust denial and distortion on social media.

CONFERENCES

**Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust**
September 5 – 9, 2022
Riga, Latvia

**The Holocaust and Nazi Medicine: Victims, Perpetrators, Rescuers**
September 16 – 17, 2022
Mauthausen Memorial, Austria

**Medical Review Auschwitz: Medicine Behind Barbed Wire 2022**
September 19 – 21, 2022
Krakow, Poland

**World Federation of Jewish Child survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants Conference**
November 4 – 7, 2022
St. Louis Grand Marriott, St. Louis, MO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**Foundations of Teaching the Holocaust**
August 1 – 3, 2022
Baltimore, MD
By the Grace of the Game: A Holocaust Sports Story
August 1, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Expressing Humanity: Rescue & Resistance
August 2, 2022 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

A Facing History Approach to Teaching Night
August 9, 2022 9:00 am – 3:00 pm ET
Kean University, Union NJ

"Explore the Past, Shape the Future": Echoes & Reflections Student Activities
August 11, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The 1st Annual Holocaust Teachers of America Symposium
Zachor Shoah: Holocaust & Human Rights Education for the 21st Century
September 9 – 11, 2022
Atlanta, GA

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – August 29, 2022—Independence Public Library, Independence, KS
Watertown Regional Library, Watertown, SD
Laramie County Library System, Cheyenne, WY

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

Now – August 2022—Mitchell Hamline School of Law, 875 Summit Ave, St. Paul, MN
Exhibit: Genocide and Justice: From Nuremberg to the International Criminal Court. For more: kennedy@worldwithoutgenocide.org.

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust.

Now – September 20, 2022—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Fritz Asher: Themes and Variations A Digital Exhibition Experience.
Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: Last Stop Before the Last Stop

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL

Now – February 27, 2023—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in Germany, hiding in a basement for three years.

August 2, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center Seattle, Seattle, WA
So They Remember: Surviving the Holocaust in Soviet Ukraine with author Maksim Goldenshteyn.

August 2, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
Speer Goes to Hollywood: A Teicholz Holocaust Remembrance Film Screening and Panel Discussion. Suggested donation.

August 3, 2022, 6:30 pm UK—Ben Uri Gallery & Museum, London, UK
Zoom program: The American Season: May Ray, A Photographer by Fame – A Painter by Inclination – An Artist by DNA. Man Ray was born Emmanuel Radnitzky to a Russian-Jewish immigrant family in the US and later fled the Nazi occupation of France.

August 4, 2022, 11:00 am PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
Shanghai Survivor Talk: Gitta Morris and Monika White. Suggested donation.

August 7, 2022, 2:30 pm ET—Zekelman Holocaust Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Zoom event: An American Rabbi in Buchenwald with Dr. Rafael Medoff.

August 7, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Karski and the Lords of Humanity: feature-length documentary about the man who tried to prevent the Holocaust, with filmmaker Slawomir Grunberg, Dr. Michael Berenbaum, Abraham H. Foxman, Dr. Mordecai Paldiel and Bozena U. Zaremba of the Jan Karski Educational Foundation.

August 9, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA

August 11, 2022, 1:00 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Curator’s Talk: Fighting Antisemitism from Dreyfus to Today with Dr. Barbara Warnock, Senior Curator and Head of Education at the Wiener Holocaust Library.
August 14, 2022, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA
**Triumphs Over Evil** with Tommy Schnurmacher, Frannie Sheridan, and Daniel Seymour.

August 14, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**A New Look at Oskar and Emilie Schindler** with Dr. Mordecai Paldiel, Schindler’s biographer Dr. David Crowe, and Marie P. Knecht, the daughter of survivors of Schindler’s famous list.

August 16, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Online program: **Lunch & Learn: The Watchmakers**. Upon the German invasion of Poland, when the Lenga family was upended, Harry and his brothers never imagined that the tools and skills they learned from their father would be key to their survival.

August 16, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**Lunch and Learn: Remarkable Resilience: The Life and Legacy of Noémi Ban Beyond the Holocaust** with author Diane M. Sue.

August 16, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
**Virtual Screening and Panel Discussion: One Survivor Remembers.** Suggested donation.

August 16, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
**Zoom book club: The Living and the Lost** by Ellen Feldman.

August 21, 2022, 9:00 pm (Israeli time)—West Galilee, Israel
Zoom program: **Grossaktion Warsaw: 80 Years Later** with Dr. Katarzyna Person of the Jewish Historical Institute, Noam Leibman, of the Mordechai Anielewicz Memorial Holocaust Study and Research Center. For more information: madenes@gfh.org.il.

August 23, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Saving Freud** book launch with author Andrew Nagorski

August 26 – October 7, 2022—Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

August 28, 2022, 3:00 pm MT—Valley of the Sun JCC, 12701 N. Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale, AZ
Meet the Author: **Living Among the Dead: My Grandmother’s Holocaust Survival Story of Love and Strength** with Adena Bernstein Astrowsky.

September 1, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Wartime North Africa** Book Talk with author Professor Sarah Stein, UCLA

September 6, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
September 7, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01—Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom program: **Forging an American market for German Expressionism**: Kurt Valentin and Karl Nierendorf, German emigre art dealers who relocated to New York in the late 1930s, played critical roles in creating an American market for German Expressionism during the World War II era.

September 8 – November 30, 2022—Terezin Ghetto Memorial, Czech Republic
**Documentary exhibition** about **Kurt Epstein**, a native of Roudnice nad Labem, who was imprisoned in Terezín and Auschwitz.

September 11, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Annual Nusakh Vilne Memorial Program**, commemorating the Jewish community of Vilna through poetry, music, and presentation with **Professor Justin Cammy** who will discuss the poetic legacy of Yung-vilne and Avrom Sutzkever using an archival document as his launching point. A mini concert featuring musical settings of poetry of Avrom Sutzkever will follow Cammy's presentation. In person and live streamed.

September 13 – October 25, 2022—Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO
Amarillo Public Library, Amarillo, TX

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

September 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**The Dancer and the Holocaust**, a discussion of a new biography of dancer Pola Nireńska (1910-1992) whose career was repeatedly interrupted by antisemitism and fascism, with author **Weronika Kostyrko**.

September 14, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01—Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom event: **Exiled Artists and the Politics of Immigration in Wartime America**. Many prominent European artists - including Georg Grosz, Jacques Lipchitz, and Marc Chagall - resettled in the USA following the Nazis' rise to power in Germany.

September 21, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01—Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom event: **Paul Rosenberg: Picasso’s Dealer in America**. The renowned French art dealer, famed for promoting such modernist giants as Picasso and Braque, had become a refugee as Paris's Nazi occupiers looted his gallery stock of modernist paintings.

September 29, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

October 27, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Memorial Hall, Chapman University, Orange, CA
**Screening of Charlotte**. Conversation following the screening with Julia Rosenberg, director of Charlotte and Jennifer Keene, Dean of Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences.
October 30, 2022, 2:30 pm ET—Zekelman Holocaust Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Zoom event: *The Ratline: Love, Lies, and Justice on the Trail of a Nazi Fugitive* with Philippe Sands.

November 8, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Interfaith Service of Remembrance for *Kristallnacht* with Jeffrey Kopstein.

December 1, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive* with Wendy Sandler, daughter of survivor Rita Kaplan Lowenstein.

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI...* Online newsletters

- Action Reconciliation Service for Peace News July 2022
- Arolsen Archives July 6, 2022
- Hidden Child Volume 22 — July 2022
- Memoria
- Montreal Holocaust Museum August Newsletter
- Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
- Yad Vashem Jerusalem Magazine Summer Issue
- Yad Vashem July 11, 2022
- Yad Vashem July 18, 2022
- Yad Vashem July 27, 2022

*FYI...* The National Holocaust Monument in Ottawa, Canada entitled *Landscape of Loss, Memory and Survival*, has created an interactive *IWalk App* to encourage student groups and tourists to visit the Monument and to educate them about the reality of the Holocaust and its aftereffects.

*FYI...* *Invited to Life: Holocaust Survivors in America* is now on exhibit at the Center for Jewish History, New York, NY.

*FYI...* Theatrical runs of *Three Minutes – A Lengthening* will begin around the US. Summary: A snippet of a 16mm home movie found in an attic in South Florida, taken in the late 1930's, offers a meditative glimpse into the lives of the unsuspecting Jewish citizens of a small Polish village at the precipice of World War II. For more: tamar@meanstreetsmanagement.com

August 16: Laemmle Royal Theatre, 11523 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, CA
August 18: Quad Cinema, 34 W. 13th Street, New York, NY
August 19: Quad Cinema, 34 W 13th Street, New York, NY
Laemmle Royal Theatre, 11523 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, CA
August 26: MSP Film Society, 125 SE Main St #341, Minneapolis, MN
Regal Edwards Greenway Grand Palace, 3839 Weslayan St, Houston, TX
Santikos Embassy 14, 13707 Embassy Rd., San Antonio, TX
DIE Film Center, 2510 E. Colfax Ave, Denver, CO
SIFF Cinema, 511 Queen Anne Ave N, Seattle, WA

August 28: Sidewalk Film Center + Cinema, 1821 2nd Ave N, Birmingham, AL
September 6: Grand Cinema 4 – Tacoma, 606 Fawcett Ave, Tacoma, WA
September 8: JCC Manhattan, 334 Amsterdam Ave at 76th Street, New York, NY
September 12: JCC Manhattan, 334 Amsterdam Ave at 76th Street, New York, NY
September 18: Austin Film Society Cinema, 6259 Middle Fiskville Rd, Austin, TX
September 20: Chapman University Auditorium, 321 E. Palm Ave, Orange, CA

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

April 1, 2022: The “Citizen Other:” Citizenship Stripping in Nazi Germany and the United States
May 20, 2022: Wehrmacht Detention Sites and the Holocaust
June 14, 2022: Politics, Violence, and Memory: New Insights on the Holocaust from Social Science
June 16, 2022: Fighting Hate Speech: Global Perspective
June 24, 2022: TOLI: The Story of Anicka Mierni (starts at 20 minutes on timeline)
June 26, 2022: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, France
July 10, 2022: Finding the Lost Art Legacy of David Friedmann with Miriam Friedmann Morris and Liz Elsby
July 14, 2022: 3GNY Stories Live: WEDU Wednesday featuring Dave Reckess
July 20, 2022: Remember This: Jan Karski’s Call to Action
July 20, 2022: First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors: Rose-Helene Spreiregen
July 20, 2022: U.S. Leadership in Atrocity Prevention
July 28, 2022: Resilient Spaces: An Exhibition on Jewish hide-outs During the Holocaust
July 28, 2022: The Shoah never came to an end: Second generation talk about two generations

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holcaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

**FYI**… For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI**… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.
Across Borders: International

Marching across Europe to commemorate 80 years since the onset of the murder European Jewry during the Holocaust

BidenHonorsHolocaustVictims, Shares Warm Exchange With Survivors in Jerusalem

These are the Holocaust survivors Biden met at Yad Vashem - comment

Dropping to one knee, a tearful Biden moved by Holocaust survivors at Yad Vashem

Biden kneels to meet with Holocaust survivors during visit to Yad Vashem

Biden Visits Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Memorial

'Never Had Fun In Yad Vashem Before' - Biden Bends Knee To Meet Holocaust Survivors

At Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust memorial, a reaffirmation of life

Nakam: The Jewish Avengers of Holocaust

UNESCO: Nearly Half Of Telegram's Holocaust Contact Contains Denial, Distortion

UNESCO: Half of Holocaust-related content on Telegram denies or distorts the facts

Why Hitler and Stalin Hated Esperanto, the 135-Year-Old Language of Peace

At former DP camps, children of survivors and Germans work through complicated pasts

'Britain Failed French Jews When We Needed Her Most'

The war orphans reunited 80 years on from the Holocaust

Volunteering to help Ukraine's refugees amid eerie echoes of long-gone Jewish life

Ukraine's Berlin envoy draws Israeli, Polish ire with views on WW2 nationalist

Israel, Poland to Restore Relations Strained by Holocaust Restitution Row

After Year Long Spat Over Holocaust Law, Poland Says It's Returning Envoy To Israel

Using previously unknown photographs, a new Holocaust documentary demands to be seen

The Story Behind the Secret Photographers of the Holocaust

Shocking Holocaust Denial: Twitter Debates Whether Anne Frank Had White Privilege

No, Anne Frank did not have ‘white privilege’

At 75th Anniversary, What Can Anne Frank's Diary Teach Today's Teens?

Linguist Isaac Bleaman receives National Science Foundation award to study language of Holocaust survivors

Israeli student film on Holocaust wins BAFTA award

From Hitler and Stalin to Putin and Raisi: Why Downplaying Evil Is So Dangerous

As Russia Declared War, Yulia And Her Family Fled Ukraine. A Few Ordinary Australians Saved Them

Polish embassy in Dublin rebuts collaboration claims

The wedding that linked the Belz, Vizhnitzer hassidim together
Argentina
Yad Vashem Makes Historic Strides In Argentinian Holocaust Education

Australia
Mind-boggling and largely unknown stories
He Could Not Expel The Trauma: Sidney Nolan's Auschwitz Paintings Revealed In Landmark Show
Hidden Chapter Of Sidney Nolan's Life
Sidney Nolan’s never-before-seen Auschwitz paintings
Australian Shtetl: Inside Melbourne's Yiddish culture renaissance
Countering Violence And Ignorance
Secord Addresses Audience
Netflix Hit Stranger Things Slammed For Using Nazi Prison And Brutal Asylum In New Series
Griffith University Film maker selected for prestigious Venice International Film Festival

Austria
Newly Digitized Archives Detail Efforts of Vienna Jews to Escape Before WWII
Holocaust Victims' Relatives Confront The Past In Vienna
City of Vienna commemorates Professor Emerita Ruth Klüger

Brazil
Brazilian Jewish conductor Henrique Morelenbaum dies at 90
Judge gives Brazilian pastor who called for a second Holocaust historic 18-year prison sentence

Canada
Closing the circle: Two families bound by a Holocaust rescue
The Letters of Hilda Dajć
Irving Abella, Historian, Who Wrote On Canada's Refusal Of Jewish Refugees, Dead At 82
Holocaust survivor and Canada Reads author Max Eisen dead at 93 | CBC Books
Avi Benlolo: Remembering Max Eisen - the Holocaust Survivor Who Made 'Never Again' His Life Mission
Quebec Judge Says Crown Failed To Prove Nazism Led To Holocaust In Hate Speech Trial
B’nai Brith Canada Lauds B.C. for Rescinding Geographical Names Honouring Nazi Collaborator
B’nai Brith Calling on Canadian Judges to have Proper Training about Holocaust
B’nai Brith: Contemporary Relevance of Holocaust Remembrance
British Columbia to Rename Geographical Sites Honoring Nazi Collaborator Pétain
Jewish groups in Montreal demand better education after trial of alleged neo-Nazi | CBC News

Alarm Among Toronto Jews as ‘Swastika Man’ Serial Offender Is Released by Court

China

Car with Nazi symbols found in China raises concern and prompts arrest

Czech Republic

Czechs demolish pig farm on Nazi concentration camp for Roma

France

Holocaust: Meeting The Last Witnesses To The Vel-D'Hiv Roundup 80 Years On

Portraits of Holocaust Survivors Displayed at Paris’ Jardin du Luxembourg on Anniversary of Mass Jewish Roundup

Vel D’Hiv Roundup The Last Witnesses

Holocaust survivors mark 80 years since mass Paris roundup

A French University Confronts Medical Crimes and Its Nazi Past

France must do more to fight Jew hate, says Shoah survivor 80 years after Vel d'Hiv roundup

Marking 80 years since deportation of French Jews, Macron vows to oppose antisemitism today

Vichy-Era Collaboration With Nazis Underlines Imperative of Fighting Antisemitism, French President Macron Declares

In Paris. 80 years after a shocking atrocity, forgetting is another form of extermination

A mysterious postcard made French author Anne Berest confront her family's Holocaust story

Germany

The Schoolteacher Who Saved Her Students From the Nazis

Wolf's Lair: the bunker where Hitler planned war and genocide | DW | 20.07.2022

German scholars make their best-selling annotated version of Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’ available online for free

Oskar Schindler: The German Whose Mission Was to Save the Jews

German Holocaust survivor Margot Friedländer honored for life's work

A 101-year-old Nazi is convicted: Late justice is still justice

German man reportedly sent to prison for Holocaust comment about singer who claimed antisemitism

Germany: Neo-Nazi march blocked by opponents | News - DW

Berlin: Jewish memorial attacked with graffiti | DW | 15.07.2022

Buchenwald: Vandals chop down trees dedicated to Holocaust victims | DW | 21.07.2022

Holocaust memorials in Buchenwald and Berlin vandalized in same week
German museums return five Nazi-looted artworks to heirs of Jewish banker
Giora Feidman gifts clarinet to Jewish Museum Berlin | DW | 27.07.2022
Keeping Holocaust survivors' memory alive | DW
Head of German art show quits after antisemitic piece shown
Head of Documenta Resigns Amid Antisemitism Scandal
Antisemitism scandal roils international art exhibition Documenta 15, held in Germany
Franco A.: A German far-right soldier's double life
German Military Officer Known as Franco A. Found Guilty of Plotting Terrorism
How a Holocaust survivor helped make Bayern Munich a soccer powerhouse

**Greece**
The Greek Jews Who Boxed For Their Lives To Survive Nazi Camps
Pfizer boss Bourla receives $1M. Genesis Prize, pledges funds for Holocaust museum

**Hungary**
‘Holocaust survivors call out Hungary’s Orban for ‘stupid and dangerous’ race speech
Outrage after Hungary PM Viktor Orban’s ‘pure Nazi’ speech
Hungarian rabbis join critics of Orban speech his own advisor decried as ‘pure Nazi’
In Budapest, an underground ‘Gypsy music’ pub plays on Jewish heartstrings

**India**
An Extraordinary Work Of Historical Research On The Holocaust

**Israel**
Mossad agent says Hitler's Holocaust planner caught after photo of ear
Video: Unearthed tapes reveal Holocaust architect boast of Final Solution - CNN Video
Nazi Tapes Provide a Chilling Sequel to the Eichmann Trial
Nazi Holocaust Architect Adolf Eichmann Is Heard Admitting To Devising Final Solution In Newly Unearthed Tapes
Film on Execution of Nazi Mastermind Adolf Eichmann to Make Israeli Debut at Jerusalem Festival
Adolf Eichmann’s Confession - aish.com People, History, Modern, Featured, Holocaust Studies
Documentary Examines Photos Taken by Inmates at Nazi Concentration Camp as Act of Resistance
It Is Poetic Justice That Israel's PM Is A Holocaust Survivor's Son - Opinion
Thanks To Raoul Wallenberg, Lapid Can Lead Israel
Always the optimist: Netflix film on Shimon Peres spotlights political, emotional resilience
First stop, Yad Va Shem. Why?
Survivor of Bergen Belsen and the Munich Olympics, and Award-Winning Athlete - aish.com
David Weiss Halivni, pillar of Talmudic scholarship, Holocaust survivor, dies age 94
Uri Orlev, acclaimed author of children's Holocaust books, dies at 91
Nothing in history compares to the Holocaust - opinion
A watchmaker’s son: A family of Holocaust survivors
Anne Frank Trust invited speaker who said Israel commits Holocaust against Palestinians
Harassment at a Western Wall bar mitzvah renews the fight over prayer spaces in Israel

Italy
80 Years After Holocaust, Italian Family Honored For Saving Jews

Japan
Shinzo Abe, Japan’s longest-serving prime minister, improved ties with Israel, honored the Holocaust

Latvia
Photos | March of the Living procession commemorates Holocaust victims in Riga - Baltic News Network - News from Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia
Holocaust in Latvia Marked with Special March of the Living

Mexico
Mexico President Doubles Down on Hitler Comparison With Jewish Analyst After Protest
Mexico’s president insists that a Jewish critic of his is ‘Hilterian’

Netherlands
Photos That Helped to Document the Holocaust Were Taken by a Nazi
‘Part of me wants to hide’: Dutch director traces great-grandfather’s Nazi war crimes
Dutch judge: Soccer fans behind anti-Semitic graffiti to visit Holocaust memorial

Poland
Marking 80 Years Since The Murder Of Warsaw's Jews
Photos show Jewish population of Lublin in Poland before the Holocaust
Mass grave with remains of about 8,000 Nazi victims found in Poland
Ash Remains Of 8,000 People Discovered In Mass Grave Near Concentration Camp In Poland
Remains of 8,000 victims of Nazis found at site in Poland
Poland: Archaeology at the site of the Warsaw Ghetto sheds dramatic and poignant light
Warsaw Marks Anniversary Of Jewish Ghetto Liquidation
Remembering the liberation of Majdanek concentration camp 78 years ago - Photos News, Firstpost
Auschwitz museum publishes 75th anniversary photo album
New bio reveals horror of ‘little Auschwitz’ camp guard
An Auschwitz Love Story
On Auschwitz" (22): The Archives of the Auschwitz Memorial
Auschwitz-Birkenau Launches Crowdfunding Campaign To Preserve Important Monument
Polish Priest Posthumously Recognized As Righteous Among The Nations
Righteous Among Nations: Polish Priest Honored for Saving Jews in Holocaust
On This Day: Poles kill 340 Jews in Jedwabne pogrom 81 years ago
US Holocaust Memorial Museum honors director of Auschwitz-Birkenau museum
At Auschwitz snack bar, Jerry Stahl finds pizza, Fanta, humanity
Polish Government Rescinds Funding For Movie That Says Most Poles Didn't Save Jews In WWII
Jewish Volunteers Bond With Ukrainian Kids At Summer Camp

Russia
Russia And Auschwitz: First They Ignored It, Then They De-Judaized It. Now They're Exploiting It
How the Russian media spread false claims about Ukrainian Nazis
Russia "Exploiting" Holocaust, Pushing Antisemitism to Justify Ukraine Invasion, New US State Department Report Protests

UK
Obituary: Marina Smith MBE
Government has ‘no alternative location’ for Holocaust Memorial, report finds
Adajye’s Holocaust Memorial expected cost hits £103m with more hikes likely
Finance watchdog details risks of Adajye’s holocaust memorial
Government Fully Committed To Westminster Holocaust Memorial Despite Legal Setback
Jewish Critics Of Holocaust Memorial Branded Appalling By Trustee Sir Lloyd Dorfman
UK Labour leader Starmer defends showing Berlin Holocaust memorial in election video
Labour Select Holocaust Survivor's Son For Second Bid To Win Hendon Seat
Hitler's gold watch looted from mountain hideout set to fetch £3,400,000
See it: Hitler’s gold watch could fetch up to $4 million at auction
Hitler's watch auctioned off for well below asking price
Dolls From Nazi Concentration Camp Sell For 5,625 Pounds
What Hate Can Do: inside a devastating new exhibition on the Holocaust
David Baddiel fears ‘Holocaust fatigue’ as interest in the Nazi genocide wanes
‘Critical moment’ in preserving memories of Shoah’s survivors
As Our Precious Survivors Die, Possessions Remain To Tell Their Stories
Slavery And The Shoah: Prince Charles Sparks An Important Debate
UN Human Rights Council 50: UK statement on Contemporary Forms of Racism
It Takes a Family review – a family broken by the Holocaust unpick their trauma
‘Great British Bake Off’ host Matt Lucas discovers his family member lived with Anne Frank’s family
The Best Read Book Of The 20th Century: The Extraordinary Story Of Anne Frank's Diary
Anne Frank Trust Vows To Change As 'Zionist Scum' Row Deepens
Inside The Anne Frank Trust: How The Charity Lost Its Way
Opinion: The Manipulation Of Anne Frank's Legacy
Our response to the Jewish Chronicle Article published 28/7/22
Sports Bar Apologises For Using Anne Frank Meme In Hot Weather
It all fell apart: Pogroms in Ukraine
The food legacy of a Holocaust survivor
Charedi Jews Wear Yellow Stars And Compare Government To Nazis In Schools Protest
Jewish Children Targeted By 'Gas Chamber' Hissing In Classrooms
Starmer and Lammy face backlash for using Holocaust Memorial in video
'I Told President Biden That He Reminded Me Of My Husband'

Ukraine
Report: Ukraine Recalling Ambassador to Germany Who Praised Nazi Collaborator
When the Nazis Killed her Husband, Mariya Oktyabrskaya Got herself a Tank and Went Looking for Revenge
Trudy Rubin: Holocaust Memorial In Kyiv Was A Statement Against Genocide, But Evil Has Returned

USA
As the Holocaust raged, US newspapers buried reports on Hitler’s Final Solution
The Eichmann Tapes And The Nature Of Evil - WBUR
US Holocaust Memorial Museum Opens Ukrainian Archives to Public for the First Time
How the Ghost Army of WWII Used Art to Deceive the Nazis
Opinion: As a Jewish American, I don't see this country quite the same way after January 6
California AG Urges Court to Return Nazi-Looted Painting to Heirs of Jewish Holocaust Survivor
US House seeks more funding for aging Holocaust survivors
Would bill really teach 'both sides' of Holocaust? Ohio Rep. says yes
The Republican Problem With The Holocaust
The Republicans' Holocaust Problem
Leftists like George Martinez use Holocaust analogies freely, while criticizing the right for doing the same thing - Must Read Alaska
He Tracked Down Nazi War Criminals, Now He’s Investigating Atrocities in Ukraine
Tibor Rubin: Holocaust Survivor, Army Veteran, Medal of Honor Awardee
Remembering a remarkable woman: Holocaust survivor Lisl Schick passes away at 94
Holocaust Survivor Dies At 94: Here Are 5 Lessons She lived By
Holocaust survivor Lucy K. Smith dies at 89
Local Holocaust Survivor, Irvin Szames, Dies At 86
René Slotkin, one of the few surviving ‘Mengele twins,’ dies at 84
Schick, Alice
101-year old Holocaust survivor dies in Colorado
Holocaust Survivor Joe Rubinstein Passes Away at 101
Werner Reich, Who Learned Magic in Auschwitz, Dies at 94
Auschwitz camp survivor Reich dies, 94
Werner Reich: death camp magician
Werner Reich, Holocaust survivor who recounted its horrors, dies at 94
A Magic Trick In Auschwitz
Dan Wolf, Holocaust Survivor and Owner of Chicago Jewish Deli Institution the Bagel, Has Died
Alexander Bialywlos-White: A True Mensch
Jewish Studies Scholar Richard Freund - 1955-2022
World Focus: Richard Freund, CNU professor of Jewish Studies, leaves a legacy of archaeological discoveries
UC Berkeley Linguist Awarded $470K Grant to Analyze Yiddish-Language Testimonies in Visual History Archive
'My Childhood Ended': Sacramento Holocaust Survivor Sy Karfiol Recounts Harrowing Tale For Spellbound Audiences
The Unforgettable Renate Frydman And Her Message Of Hope
A Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Her 100th Birthday At A Queens Synagogue
Holocaust survivor celebrates 102nd birthday
Attorney General Bonta Stands Up for Ability of Descendants of Holocaust Survivors to Recover Art Stolen by Nazis

At A Catskills Retreat, Brooklyn Holocaust Survivors Get Respite And A Rap Show

Jewish Family Helps Greek Friends Who Hid Them During the Holocaust Open Beloved Restaurant

93 and feisty: A Dallas Holocaust survivor will never give up on her mission to educate

Dallas Exhibit Features Powerful Stories From Teen Holocaust Victim's Dairy

Jewish leaders condemn Kahele campaign’s use of ‘Mr. Men’ meme, saying it resembles Hitler

Holocaust education bill now law in Missouri - St. Louis Jewish Light

New laws take effect across Oklahoma

Holocaust and genocide education program to start in New Hampshire schools this fall

Written In Granite: New Hampshire Committed To Remembering Holocaust

New Museum of Jewish Heritage Holocaust exhibit presents history through personal stories

NYC’s Holocaust museum uses personal objects to tell the story of lives lived and lost

‘We have to tell our story.’ Holocaust survivors honored at Westchester Jewish Community Services

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Risa K. Lambert Midwest Event

Holocaust Museum Receives 5 Million And Community Support

Christopher Newport University Receives $1m Endowment To Teach The Holocaust

A Picture Paints a Thousand Words: Teaching the Holocaust

Nancy Baron's Tranquil Often Colorful Photographs Capture Holocaust Survivors Living In California

Last Seen: Searching for Forgotten Photographs of Nazi Deportations > News > USC Dornsife

Holocaust survivor's compelling artwork paints familiar themes in new Houston museum show

St. Louis Holocaust Museum Announces Opening Date

Fighting Hate: A look inside the new St. Louis Holocaust Museum

Holocaust Center visit is emotional, enlightening

Tallahassee Students Are Learning About The Holocaust During Their Summer Break

New Rider initiative aims to increase awareness about historical injustices

Ramapo College names Jersey native to head Gross Center

20-Foot-Tall Holocaust Memorial Sculpture Dedicated At Meijer Gardens

Town of Huntington hosts 11th annual Anne Frank Memorial ceremony | TBR News Media

The Most Powerful Documentaries About the Holocaust

The Eye-Opening Diary of Renia Spiegel During the Holocaust

Tribute to my Mom: Eva taught me…
Museum Studies program creates Ukraine history exhibit for schools - UNCGNews

Ken Burns Interview: Holocaust Series On PBS Speaks To Today's America

When a Jewish group fought antisemitism with radio shows and comic books

5 Star Stories: the Belz Museum of Asian and Judaic Art

Fiberart International Artist Preserves Holocaust Narratives In Wax

'Three Minutes: A Lengthening' Trailer - Helena Bonham Carter Narrates A Haunting Holocaust Documentary

The Holocaust on Screen

La Jolla Playhouse's 'Here There Are Blueberries' examines the secret lives of Holocaust perpetrators

Musical About Jewish Teen Diarists Who Died in the Holocaust to Premiere at California Center for Arts

South Jersey Holocaust Survivors' Stories To Be In Performances At Stockton University

Holocaust Granddaughters of Evil and Survival Find Common Ground

Granddaughters of the Holocaust

Unpacking the Transmission of Holocaust Trauma - San Diego Jewish World

How Disney Propaganda Shaped Life on the Home Front During WWII

Educators return from Poland with new plans for teaching about the Holocaust

Part I: Approaching the Holocaust as A Moral Choice

Part II: Approaching the Holocaust as A Moral Choice

Part III: Approaching the Holocaust as A Moral Choice

Anti-Israel Academics Attack the IHRA Definition of Antisemitism in Hate-Filled Webinar

Laramie County Library To Host Traveling Holocaust Exhibit

Clinton Presidential Center’s Anne Frank tree, planted in 2015, dies in Little Rock nursery

Jewish Ex-MLB Outfielder Recalls Facing Antisemitism, Fan Giving Nazi Salute

A Writer Faces His Demons - And History's - On A Guided Tour Of Holocaust Sites

Pop artist Peter Max’s court battles are a clash between children of Holocaust survivors - St. Louis Jewish Light

"Hitler’s Furies: The Role of Women in the Destruction of European Jewry on the Eastern Front"

“Mordechai Anielewicz: No to Despair” by Rachel Hausfater

‘The Disappearance of Josef Mengele’ Review: Monster in Exile

An American Jew confronts July 4 in the time of the Holocaust - opinion

Jack Black Says Passion For Acting Was Born At Passover Seder Hosted By Holocaust Survivor

Series Of One-Act Plays At Stockton University's AC Campus Highlights 3 South Jersey Women That Survived The Holocaust
A Jewish girl disguises herself as a Christian to evade the Holocaust in ‘My Name Is Sara’
'My name is Sara': How a Jewish girl hid as a Christian in the Holocaust
New Yorker Acquires Israeli Films: 'Holy Holocaust' and Herd'
How the Ghost Army of WWII Used Art to Deceive the Nazis
Photo Exhibit Of Charlottesville Protest Images Opens At Virginia Holocaust Museum
A look at rising antisemitism, in Connecticut and nationwide
‘The weight of the responsibility’: Teaching genocide and the Holocaust in one Connecticut classroom
Parkland gunman Nikolas Cruz's use of swastikas is focus of court fight
Florida Holocaust Museum, Nikki Fried denounce group flying Nazi flags in downtown Tampa
Nikki Fried condemns antisemitic demonstrators who gathered in Tampa
Neo-Nazi Protest Outside Florida Conservative Conference Draws Outcry
‘Pure hatred’: Florida Holocaust Museum condemns Nazi symbols outside of Turning Point USA convention
Why Were Demonstrators With Nazi Flags At Pro-Trump Gathering?
Former Marine is accused of leading neo-Nazi group and planning to attack a New York synagogue
Neo-Nazi Marine plotted to attack Jews and others in ‘rapekrieg,’ federal prosecutors say
New York Cop Bought Rifle for Neo-Nazi ‘Rapekreig’ Marine Who Planned Synagogue Attack; Feds
Viktor Orban Will Still Speak at CPAC Despite ‘Nazi’ Speech Backlash
Hungary’s Viktor Orban, Condemned for “pure Nazi speech” at home, is still set to get an audience at CPAC Texas
Maryland auction house defends sale of Hitler items and Eva Braun’s swastika-studded dog collar
A California university will rename a library building previously named after a Nazi sympathizer
Fresno State University to Rename Library Honoring Nazi Sympathizer With ‘Disturbing’ Antisemitic Views
Rhode Island restaurant posts horrific meme of Anne Frank and the Holocaust - with restaurant owner saying he thought it was 'funny' and he 'didn't recognize her' before deleting the post

Vatican
How The Pope Failed The Jews In The Holocaust

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.
We are happy to include news on events/projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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